We apply fixed-point techniques to compute the coefficient ring of semifree geometric S 1 -equivariant complex cobordism with isolated fixed points, recovering a 2004 result of Sinha through 19 th -century methods. This should be viewed as an initial proof-of-concept for a larger program employing the Atiyah-Bott/Berline-Vergne localization theorem and Chern numbers in Borel cohomology to compute equivariant complex cobordism.
Equivariant complex cobordism MU G with respect to the action of a compact abelian group G is the universal complex-oriented G-equivariant cohomology theory, yet descriptions of its coefficients are unknown, incomplete, or unusable except for finite cyclic groups. Geometric equivariant cobordism Ω U:G , whose coefficient ring is given by bordism classes of (tangentially) stably complex closed G-manifolds, 1 is even less known.
The most relevant explicit computations of the coefficient ring for G " T a torus are those of Sinha and Gusein-Zade [Sin01, GZ71] . Sinha determines a set of constraining relations on the image of MU T in the localized ring MU T re´1 V s where the Euler classes of representations without trivial summands are inverted, 2 . However, he is unable to conclude this set of relations is complete except in the case T " S 1 . 3 Gusein-Zade found a description of Ω U:S 1 as the image of a map Ω U:S 1 ÝÑ Ω U:S 1 rA , Ps into a larger ring, as described below, but this description is stated via equations in a sextuply-indexed array of power series dependent on several previous levels of power series, and so cannot be easily used [Mus83, Intro.] in practice to determine if a given equivariant bundle actually arises as the normal bundle to the fixed point set of a manifold.
In the case of a semifree circle action, where all orbits are free or fixed points, Sinha [Sin05] proved a number of results, including, most strikingly, the following.
Theorem 1 (Sinha). Every compact, oriented, stably complex, semifree S 1 -manifold with isolated fixed points is bordant to a disjoint union of direct powers of the standard S 2 . That is, the bordism ring of such manifolds is isomorphic to the polynomial ring ZrS 2 s on one generator.
The point of this note is that using fixed points this result can be recovered through very elementary methods.
1 There is some terminological disagreement in the literature. By a tangentially stably complex G-manifold we mean a smooth manifold M such that a stabilization TM ' R n of the tangent bundle, by a product bundle R n " MˆR n Ñ M equipped with G-action g¨px, vq " pgx, vq, admits a complex structure commuting with the G-action of TM. Two Gequivariant stable complex structures on the same manifold are said to be equivalent if some stabilizations, by complex trivial bundles MˆC m again with the action g¨px, vq " pgx, vq, become G-equivariantly isomorphic as complex vector bundles.
2 Which is a Laurent polynomial ring over a polynomial ring over MU˚in known generators, and hence understood 3 In fact, this proof too has a gap [Sinha, personal communication].
Computations of bordism rings often employ embeddings into larger rings, K˚BG p b H˚BU being a particularly popular choice. We adopt a variant of this approach: given a stably complex G-manifold M, for each finite list of numbers I there corresponds an equivariant Chern class c G I pMq in Borel cohomology H˚pEG b G Mq, whose pushforward under the Gysin map corresponding to M Ñ˚is a so-called Borel equivariant Chern number h I pMq " c G I pMqrMs P H˚´d im M BG. 4 Not just any list of elements of H˚BG can be described as`h I pMq˘for some M, of course; for example, when the total degree |I| of c I is less than the real dimension of M, then h I must be zero because H ă0 BT is.
There is another standard map of complex bordism into a larger ring, if G is compact abelian: one considers a regular neighborhood ν : N ÝÑ M G of the fixed-point set as an element of the bordism ring Ω U:G rA , Ps of G-equivariant complex vector bundles over G-trivial spaces. Such a bundle can always be be described up to isomorphism as the sum of isotypic components of the form E b V, where E Ñ X is a bundle with trivial G-action, V is a representation of G, and V denotes the trivial bundle XˆV Ñ X with the action g¨px, vq :" px, gvq. Since this description makes Ω U:T rA , Ps easy to understand, 5 and Ω U:T ÝÑ Ω U:T rA , Ps is known to be injective for G compact abelian [HO72, p. 173] , it is enough to understand its image.
When G is a torus, the Atiyah-Bott/Berline-Vergne localization formula [AB84] expresses the Chern numbers h I pMq entirely of the image of M in Ω U:T rA , Ps in terms of cohomology classes on M T depending only on the bundle ν : N Ñ M T . Namely,
as elements of H˚BT, where the Borel equivariant Euler class e T pνq is simply the nonequivariant Euler class of the induced bundle ν b id :
The expression on right-hand side of (2), which we will call ℓ I pνq, is defined independently of whether rνs lies in the image of the map from Ω U:T or not, but at least if it does, we know from (2) that ℓ I pνq " h I pMq " 0 for |I| ă dim N. One can ask if these restrictions alone determine the image of Ω U:T ÝÑ Ω U:T rA , Ps; that is, given a complex T-equivariant bundle ν : N Ñ X such that ℓ I pνq " 0 for |I| ă dim N, does it always "close up" to some closed, stably complex T-manifold M? We show the answer is yes for semifree actions with isolated fixed points and use this fact to recover the associated bordism rings, and particularly Sinha's Theorem 1.
Definition 3. We write t for the standard one-dimensional complex representation of S 1 " Up1q andt for its conjugate, V j " t 'n´j 't 'j , and u for the image of t under the standard isomorphism HompS 1 , S 1 q " ÝÑ H 2 pBS 1 ; Zq taking an irreducible representation V to the first Chern class of the associated complex line bundle ES 1 b S 1 V Ñ BS 1 , so that the image oft is´u.
Definition 4. Abstract isotropy data comprises a family of pairs pV p , σ p q, indexed by a finite set P, of signs σ p P t˘1u, and complex S 1 -representations V p all of one common dimension, say n. We say abstract isotropy data pV p , σ p q pPP is semifree if each V p is isomorphic to one of the 4 These can be compiled into a ring homomorphism Ω U:T ÝÑ H˚BT p b H˚BU if one likes, but we will not need this point of view in the present note.
5 We will never need it explicitly, but as an MU˚-module, it is À pn V q P N 'IrrpGq MU˚`ś V BUpn V q˘, where the indices are finitely supported natural-number-valued functions from the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible G-representations, and the component ϕ V of a representing map pϕ V q : X Ñ ś V BUpn V q classifies the V-isotypic component of a G-bundle.
representations V j . In this case we define q : P ÝÑ t0, 1, . . . , nu by V p -V qppq . The isotropy data of an oriented stably complex S 1 -manifold M with isolated fixed points is the abstract isotropy data pT p M, σ p q pPM S 1 , where σ p is 1 if the given orientation of M agrees with the orientation on T p M induced by the stable complex structure and´1 otherwise.
If abstract isotropy data are viewed as multisets by forgetting P but remembering multiplicity, they form a semiring with addition given by disjoint union and multiplication given by pV, σq¨pV 1 , σ 1 q " pV ' V 1 , σσ 1 q. This semiring is generated by pV, 1q and pV,´1q, where V runs over (isomorphism classes of) irreducible nontrivial representations. The Grothendieck K-ring of this semiring can be viewed as the ring of abstract isotropy data up to bordism, defined by quotienting by´pV, σq " pV,´σq and writing σV for the resulting K-class. This ring is a polynomial Z-algebra in the nontrivial irreducible representations. Particularly, in the semifree case, the semiring is generated by pt,˘1q, pt,˘1q and the ring is Zrt,ts. In the process of determining the bordism ring, we will in fact compute the semiring.
Given a compact, oriented, stably complex, semifree S 1 -manifold M 2n with isolated fixed points and isotropy data pV p , σ p q pPP , the formula (2) specializes to 
where c i denotes both the i th Chern class and the i th elementary symmetric polynomial since the symbol σ is taken. Evidently we can multiply each identity through by u n´i , so these identities are really statements about the integers σ p and qppq.
Definition 5. The ABBV identities for semifree abstract isotropy data are the equations
We will demonstrate the converse, that if abstract isotropy data satisfies the ABBV identities, then it is the isotropy data of some action, by showing that the identities prescribe the function q so rigidly that all possible q arise from disjoint unions of the following known examples.
Example 7. Endow S 2 with the standard action and complex structure, so that the isotropy representation at the north pole z is t and that at the south pole´z ist. Let ε 1 , . . . , ε n each be 1 or´1. Endowing the direct power pS 2 q n with the product complex structure and diagonal S 1 -action, the isotropy representation at the fixed point pε 1 z, . . . , ε n zq is V j , where j "ˇˇtk : ε k "´1uˇˇ, so there are`n j˘fi xed points such that T p pS 2 q n -V j .
Example 8. The real S 1 -representation V j ' R carries a natural stable complex structure given by restriction of the trivial bundle V j ' R ' R " V j ' C, inducing a stably complex S 1 -manifold structure on the unit sphere SpV j ' Rq. The S 1 -action on SpV j ' Rq has two fixed points, one with isotropy data pV j , 1q and the other with pV j ,´1q.
Of course only the sphere-powers of Example 7 are necessary to generate the bordism ring, the manifolds SpV j ' Rq of Example 8 being nullbordant by definition, but both will be necessary to generate the semiring of abstract data satisfying the ABBV identities (6).
Let us now derive a more transparent form of these identities. In all of the following, n is fixed. Recall that for natural numbers j, k, the expression j k˙" jpj´1q¨¨¨pj´k`1q kpk´1q¨¨¨1 , polynomial in j for each fixed k ě 1, makes sense even if k ě j, yielding the empty product 1 in case of equality and 0 if k ą j, so that the equation
is valid independent of j. The sum on the right is then visibly a rational polynomial of degree i in the variable j, so it follows I i " ř pPP σ p p´1q qppq C i`q ppq˘can be written as a Q-linear combination of the expressions
in such a way that the coefficient of Q i is nonzero. For i " 0, we have c 0 " 1 and thus Q 0 " I 0 " 0. Inductively, if we have proven Q k " 0 for 0 ď k ă i ď n´1, then since I i is a linear combination of the Q k , subtracting off the relevant multiple of each Q k with k ă i shows that Q i is also zero. Now we define notation for the multiplicities of the different representations:
mj :"ˇˇtp P P : σ p " 1 and qppq " juˇˇ, mj :"ˇˇtp P P : σ p "´1 and qppq " juˇˇ, p0 ď j ď nq.
Gathering terms of Q i " 0 by q-value, we get the equations
The determinant of the square matrix in (11) is up to sign a Vandermonde determinant, hence nonzero, so the matrix is invertible. Multiplying both sides by the inverse shows m 1 , . . . , m n are multiples of m 0 . We claim that in fact m j " m 0`n j˘; to verify this it is enough to check that m j "`n jȋ s a solution to the system (10). 6
For this, for fixed i ď n, expand p1`xq n by the binomial theorem, differentiate i times with respect to x, and evaluate at x "´1 to find
Multiply through by p´1q i and note that the product is a polynomial of degree i in the variable j, so that the right-hand side of (12) is a Q-linear combination of the quantities
That D 0 " 0 is (12) for i " 0, and that the other D i vanish follows inductively from (12) by subtracting off appropriate multiples of D k " 0 for k ă i. We conclude m j "`n j˘i s a solution to the system (10), so that any semifree abstract isotropy data satifsying (6) has multiplicities
On the other hand, clearly these multiplicities are in fact realized by m 0 disjoint copies of the standard pS 2 q n of Example 8. To realize arbitrary abstract isotropy data satisfying (13), assume first that m 0 is nonnegative, and let M 1 be the disjoint union of m 0 copies of pS 2 q n with the standard orientation of m 0 , so that for each j the isotropy data contains m j " mj´mj instances of pV j , 1q and none of pV j ,´1q. We will realize the isotropy data successfully if we modify M 1 by adding mj instances each of pV j , 1q and pV j ,´1q for each j. To handle the case m 0 ă 0, we simply reverse orientations across the board. Thus, up to renaming fixed points, pV p , σ p q pPP is the isotropy data of We have proved the following.
Theorem 14. Any semifree abstract isotropy data pV p , σ p q pPP satisfying the ABBV identities (6) is the isotropy data of a compact, oriented, stably complex, semifree S 1 -manifold M 2n with isolated fixed points.
Recall from the discussion after Definition 4 that the ring of local data for geometric semifree S 1 -equivariant complex bordism is N " pt,˘1q, pt,˘1q ‰ , which reduces to the K-ring Zrt,ts. The image of SpV j ' Rq in this ring is zero, and that of S 2 is t`t. Since the map from the geometric bordism ring to Zrt,ts is injective, Theorem 14 shows its image is Zrt`ts " ZrS 2 s, yielding Sinha's Theorem 1.
